
Fusion Engagement Event – 29th October 2019 @ Fusion Youth Club, 

Portobello, Wakefield   

Conversations held with Fusion youth club and Young Healthwatch with 

questions designed by the CCG  

1. What are the Positives/Good things about ASD? 

 My life without it would be drastically different. Not saying my life is 

bad. It’s a condition but it’s not a bad thing. The Fusion group is a 

positive for young people who have ADHD/Asperger’s. (age 24yrs) 

 Helps me focus on things. I’m into animation and helps with fine detail.( 

age 18 years)  

 You can get care. As a kid got help with emotional problems. Meet 

people from school/college have lots of friends. I come to the Fusion 

Group. Crofton High School helped a lot with what I wanted to do after 

leaving school (age 17 years) 

 I have AD/HD……….think in a different way. I’m good @ computer 

games I could do them from age 6 years, I’m 19 years now. (age 19)  

 That it is understood and it is ok for us to do things we enjoy  

e.g. .cartoons (age 25 years) 

 I have Asperger’s. Happy with myself. Find it hard to socialise. Carer 

said they go out but he tries to make her join a group. (age 30 years). 

 

2.  What do you enjoy doing? 

 I am heavily introverted. My main hobby is computer games. This 

doesn’t mean I have no social life. I have ‘friends’ through gaming 

(even though not in person). I do like socialising via gaming & through 

the Fusion group (24yrs) 

 I like Animation, computer games, play them. I am doing a game 

design course @ Sheffield Hallam University (18 yrs) 

 Watching different things, cartoons. Acting - loves to copy dialogue. 

Like learning, going to college & being active(17yrs) 

 Like computer games, especially BIG BRAIN……it’s about sums. 

Computer games are my life. Like building with LEGO and some music 

(19yrs).  

 Watching cartoons and making crafts. Collect Cabbage Patch kids 

(25 years). 

 Like going out for walks. Like going to the coast, e.g. Bridlington & 

Cornwall and like Eden Camp &  West Yorkshire Air( Flying) Museum . 

Like riding in the car with Steve (Carer & Partner) to these places  

(30 years). 

 

 



3.  What would make life better? 

 If more people understood it. Not just the general public but 

professional like Managers, like in Healthcare Services – not all 

these people understand, often they don’t know anything about 

ASD. It can be difficult to get all your issues across when they are 

not aware of ASD ( went to Turning  Point the worker was friendly  

and did listen but she didn’t know about ASD). (Age 24years)  

 If I knew how to socialise better. Maybe having more opportunities 

to socialises with people.(18 years) 

 Be understood more and cared for – looked after and understand 

my problem? To have friends and professional help could change 

lives. Travel on bus I have applied for driving licence and driving 

lessons. Parents helping to do this.((17years) 

 Want to work through more difficult levels (Computer Games).I 

wanted to be on another course at College but they (College) 

wouldn’t let me go on the course because I didn’t get a qualification. 

(19 years) 

 Wish people would treat each other with respect that is the general 

public. I didn’t understand Autism and was diagnosed as a child. 

Mum does try to explain but I still don’t understand. (25 years) 

 Would like to move to a warmer climate…..Spain or Cornwall, 

Would like a canary, we had birds before but we go out a lot so had 

to give them away. Would like to be in a Gardening group. More 

social activities for me to join.(30 years) 

 

4.   Anything else about services you want to share? 

 I do know some ASD people do struggle to explain to doctors what 

their issues are. Should be useful to train all professionals to be 

aware of ASD for them to have information about the condition.  

24 years) 

 No. Have had a positive experience of Health Services.(18 yrs) 

 I am not sure if I am seeing anyone. I’m quite fine. Hard to recollect 

if or when I have seen any professional for Autism. (17 years) 

 I would like to be able to programme Computer Games but I 

haven’t got the qualifications. Not sure if could do it. (19 years) 

 Mum goes to GP appointments with me to explain as even though 

at the age of 25 years, I am not able to talk to my GP to explain 

anything. (25 years) 

 Carer (partner) is In dispute with my Social Worker (Safeguarding 

issue re weight) It is ongoing. I was offered advocacy but I refused 

it. (30 years) 
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